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Thanks to the 2009 Board for requesting this story.
To Ima Matthies, Jim Matthies, and Carol Hanchett for their time and memories,
what a joy this has been.

Outside all was quiet. The wind was resting. The rain was on pause while the sun poked holes through
clouds to make patterns in the pine duff. Inside, the coffee pot was gurgling and slurping, hissing out a
final water-to-coffee transformation. Jim, Ima and I were sitting around the kitchen table talking about
this and that before launching into the subject of my visit: The Life and Times of Ima Matthies, President,
Little Valley Owner’s Association for the past eighteen years.
“Well,” Ima begins in a slow, thoughtful, drag on the word, “I just didn’t do that much, you know?
Things just happened. That’s all.”
In one way of thinking, Ima is correct. Things just happen. When those things are not right, cause injury
to others, or impede the maintenance of health, safety, stewardship, or responsibility, Ima happens.
Neighbor, friend, and fellow board member Carol Hanchett who, with husband Charlie, moved to Little
Valley in 1992, the first year of Ima’s Presidency says:
Without her, we'd live in a beetle infested, fire prone valley with pot holed, weedy roads
and at least one (if not more) of the homes in Little Valley would be bed and breakfasts.
I don't know how she's managed it, but the gate to Pierson Park has remained closed more
months than ever before so that we don't get as much trash strewn along our road from
Fish Creek to the Park. Believe me when I say we were the local drop off for every sort of
discarded household item too big for pick-up. And the bottom of Little Valley Road had
abandoned cars. At least now people think twice before using Little Valley as a dumping
ground. And how about our relationship with local law enforcement? The respect we've
gained with the police department has increased tremendously. I can remember a
time we'd complain only to be informed a police car would cruise by at their convenience.
Now we get immediate, serious attention. That has happened with the U.S. Forest Service
as well. When I truly think of all she has done I'm amazed all over again. She's a
powerhouse.
While Ima gets up and pads across the kitchen to fill our cups with fresh coffee, Jim slips me a piece of
paper. On it is a list:

Presidents of Little Valley Association
Pat Wedon
1983—Jerry Boudreaux
1984—Jim Matthies
1985—Jim Matthies
1986—Judy LeDoux
987—Judy Le Doux
1988—Dan Ressue
1989—Dan Ressue
1990—Mike Bryant
1991—Mike Bryant
1992—Ima MaMatthies

“Oh well,” says Ima putting down cups, going back for milk.
“You want coffee?” she calls to Jim.
“No, not now. I’ll get a cup later.”
“Everyone who moved into Little Valley got to be President. Wasn’t a big thing. When someone new
moved in, we’d make them come on the Board. The next year they were President.” Both Ima and Jim
chuckle at the audacity of it.
Jim leans back. “1975 the Henrys and the Koons started the Association. Dues were $8.00. The road
was dedicated in 1983, but people wouldn’t pay their dues. Everyone griped at meetings, but no one
followed through on anything. That’s when we started putting newcomers on the Board and making ‘em
President,” he laughs again.
I shake my head, add some milk to my coffee, and take my first sip. I am remembering a recent mailing
written by Lee Kennicke, a member of this year’s Board. There is a page detailing Ima’s many
accomplishments and contributions. In part it says:
Ima has given a face to Little Valley throughout the state. She has been instrumental in
creating a strong homeowners’ association that is a model to many. She has set a tone
throughout the community and has worked to make things better for everyone. Her
agenda has always been to think about what is best for the entire community: how to make
this a healthy and safe place to live, and how to keep Little Valley the gem it is. She has
made many personal sacrifices for our community, yet she has never made her mission
personal.
Ima has:
1) Spearheaded two major revisions in the covenants and by-laws for the protection of our
total community
2) Participated in the creation of a county road district to preserve and improve our roads
3) Improved communication and cooperation with the US Forest Service, which is working
to improve the forest lands that border our community
4) Written and received numerous fire mitigation grants for the safety and protection of our
total community
5) Written and received beetle mitigation grants to improve the health of our forest and
reduce personal cost for our homeowners
6) Worked with the Colorado State Forest Service to develop a Forest Stewardship Plan at
a very small cost to the association. This has given us a ten year plan for controlling insects
& diseases, reducing fire hazard, enhancing species diversity and improving the habitat for
wildlife
7) Maintained reasonable dues (lowest in the area), yet accomplished numerous expensive
projects through the use of grants for the Association’s use
8) Officially registered our homeowner's association with the state so that tax returns could
be properly filed and so that our association could be recognized with a permanent address
for all LVOA business
9) Advanced communication with many local, county and state governmental agencies
10) Achieved collection of all back dues (some $27,000)
11) Hired an attorney specializing in homeowner's associations to advise and guide us
12) Worked with the county and town to create a fire district that is fair for the population

of the entire Estes Valley
13) Overseen the improvement and relocation of our mailboxes, including improved
security of those boxes
14) Created an atmosphere of cooperation, rather than confrontation, throughout the
community.
Ima's passion and hard work in creating a framework for this community to continue to
prosper is something to cherish and to recognize.
Ima was born and raised in Greeley. She earned a nursing degree at Presbyterian Hospital in Denver. It
was there she met Jim, who was a member of the maintenance department. He was a part of the
Mennonite community which made up most of the orderlies in the hospital. Jim and Ima were married in
1957 and shortly thereafter moved to Louisiana to provide child care and companionship to a recently
widowed brother-in-law enrolled in a PhD program at Louisiana State University. The move gave Ima
the opportunity to stay at home and care for her niece and for the first-born Matthies—Cheryl, who
arrived in August of that year. Jim had plans to get his own undergraduate degree, but providing for his
family came first. With his woodworking skills he quickly found a job and didn’t think about college for
another twelve years. Jim, Jr. was born in January of 1961; Patty followed in February of ’62, and Jeff
in July of 1971.
Eventually, Ima went back to work as a traveling public health nurse. In Louisiana her patients were
mostly poor country black folk who had neither the means nor the opportunity to learn to advocate or
demand services for themselves.
“These were good people in bad circumstances. I grew to love them. Integration was about two, three
years off. There was one woman who walked five miles and then five miles back again just to get her kids
immunized. She was in a mess. Her husband was a drinker and he beat her and treated the kids terribly.
So, I asked her one day ‘Would you like to get out of this mess?’ She said she would, but didn’t know how
to get away. She was afraid. Well, I found a welfare worker and brought the two together. After awhile,
the welfare lady was able to get this woman and her kids into a safe place. She got a lawyer and the
woman got a divorce. You know, this was a great time. They all believed in Huey Long’s chicken in
every pot. We were all working to make things better. I don’t know that I did much. Things just happen,
see? This area in Louisiana? It was the oldest public health district in the United States. It was good.”
Jim gets up quietly while Ima continues. He walks to the coffee pot and refills his cup.
“There was a time when the doctors decided that we nurses couldn’t be nurse practitioners. They wanted
people to have to pay a doctor to do what we were doing for folks every day. They just thought they had
to have a doctor over all of us. Well, I was the Secretary of the State Nurses’ Association and we went up
against the doctors. We wrote letters, and went to meetings, and talked to anyone who would listen. I
don’t know. You know, things just happen. I’m not saying it was because of the letters, or what we did,
but we won and were able to keep on doing our jobs. Things just happen. I have a daughter now who is
retiring as a public health nurse.” Ima stops to smile broadly. Her eyes light. “I have another daughter
in cancer research. Our son who works here, at Safeway, lives his whole life to play golf.”
Jim chimes in, “Our other son is a golf pro in Phoenix. Me? I never played 18 whole holes of golf in my
life, but those boys. Both of ‘em they just love golf. Their uncles gave them clubs when they were little.
They played in championships up here. Just love the game.”

Ima and Jim lived fairly close to the LSU campus and Jim finally was able to go to school for a teaching
degree. He was 39 when he graduated and quickly got a job in a high school.
“He had quite a program there, too,” says Ima.
“We did. We got an opportunity for these young boys to be off campus for three hours a day. Building
houses, learning the trade. We had them doing everything but the plumbing and electricity. It was great.
They would come out of the course and people would want to hire them, but after awhile things changed.
They made new rules about what classes the kids had to take. Less room for electives, and then the
interests of the kids changed. Busing was starting and that changed a lot of attitudes. You live across
from the school and get bused five miles away. I didn’t like it much anymore. Ten years was enough.”
Ima’s brother owned forty acres in Allenspark and Ima and Jim took the family there for a vacation.
Their hearts in the mountains, Ima and Jim dreamed with another couple about moving back to Colorado
and buying property where the families could start a woodworking business. Unfortunately, the other
couple divorced, but the dream lingered for Ima and Jim. At Thanksgiving of 1982 they found a property
with a horse barn. Jim and Ima felt it was the perfect place. Jim could convert the barn to a woodshop,
the house seemed to be fine, there was room for the family and so in April, 1983 the Matthies moved to
Little Valley.
“We moved in and then drove down to the valley to get in a supply of groceries. That was the beginning
of the weekend. Jeff was in the sixth grade and we got him registered for school on the Monday. There
was a teacher at the school who lived in Little Valley. She called right away and said since she had to go
to school anyway, she’d take Jeff along with her own two boys. Well, that sounded all right.”
“Then,” continues Ima, “it started to snow. By the time it finished on Sunday night or Monday morning,
it had snowed 28 inches. Our neighbor, the teacher called to tell us school was off. Jeff didn’t have any
snow clothes, none of us did, but the lady sent her boys up with a snowsuit for Jeff and those three boys
played together outside for two days solid until they could get to school.”
We pause to watch the still-changing light outside. Ima gets up. “More coffee?” Both Jim and I decline.
Ima says, “At that time, homeowners were on their own for road plowing and maintenance. Shannon-used to live up on Moon Trailway, had a small plow and he would do the road from his house down to
Fish Creek maybe once a year. At first they thought to charge $60 for doing the roads, but the people who
lived below the gate didn’t want to pay anything. They just figured that if we paid, the road up to the gate
had to be done to get to the Little Valley road. So we just said ‘No!’ We just let the roads go until people’s
cars got torn up. They lost hubcaps, got scratches, flat tires. It was bad. Then Bob Hamblin and Gary
Coleman called. ‘Let’s form a road district,’ they said. Well, yeah, letting the roads go, that made it
obvious that we need a board. We wanted people in Little Valley on the new board because that’s where
most people lived. So, they asked me to be on the board. At our first meeting I just said to them, ‘You
think I will be the one to do the writing and all of that work. No! I will not be your secretary. If you want
me on the board, I’ll be the President.’ Then I was the President. I don’t know.” Ima shakes her head,
thinks for a minute, “Things just happen.”
“Where did the original rules and covenants come from?” I ask.“Well,” says Jim, “from the developers.
They had some building specs and rules and forms. They were charging dues, but no one ever paid them.
There was a lot of money owed and no real way to get the money.”

“When the developers first planned things here, they thought they would put in plastic cisterns with
plastic pipe to everyone’s house. That was their idea about how to deliver water. I dunno, they were
going to get the water out of the creek or something. Crazy. That never worked.”
“Would have been impossible,” says Jim. “Plastic? Here? I don’t know what they were thinking.”
Ima adds, “The first filing was in 1962 and the second in 1967. The developers made covenants, but
almost all of the covenants were broken. No one thought they had to adhere to any of them.”
“You know, when we first moved here septic systems were supposed to be working when a house was
sold. Our septic wasn’t working. It hadn’t been inspected and…”
“Oh, there was this law about inspections,” Ima cuts in, “ but if there was more than three inches of
snow, then the inspections didn’t have to be done,”
Jim finishes, “Ima wrote a letter to the Health Department, to the State and all over saying that
inspections had to happen. Systems had to be working when a house was sold. Well, after all those
letters, they changed the law. Now, the systems have to be inspected and they have to be working when a
property is sold.”
Jim slides easily into another story about the move back to Colorado.
“When we moved back, we missed the big parties and the great food we had in Louisiana. You know,
there were just a lot of spontaneous parties. Someone would call someone and before you know it we’d
be off to New Orleans, ninety miles down the road. We’d get there at 11 or so and then just party and eat
and dance all night. Then we’d get back in the cars and be home in time to go to work. So, when I finally
got the new flooring in our barn--and believe me, the horse barn was better insulated than our house-what do you think it looked like?” Jim and Ima look at each other, start to laugh.
“Well, a dance floor of course. So we just invited all of Little Valley. We had some food, set-ups, I think
we said byo and ‘Come at 7:00.’”
Ima: “Oh yes. We did have a keg, I think, and we put up luminaries all over, and we played the 1812
Overture as people came in. It was a good time.”
Jim: “By 1983, dues for the owners were $20.00 a year, but still no one was paying them. In 1990-1991
Michael Bryant was the President of the Association and he decided we needed to collect $20,000.”
A discussion ensues about whether Bryant wanted $20,000 in dues or the money to be paid directly to
him. Or maybe the dues were to be collected and then the Association would pay Mike to take care of the
road. There is no agreement on the point, but by the time Ima took over the Presidency in 1992 dues for
the Association were $35.00 per year. Ima began talking to fellow board member Carol Hanchett, about
what needed doing in order to put Little Valley on stable footing with a plan for the future.

Before I ask the obvious question, I remember Carol telling me about the Hanchett’s move to Little
Valley.
“We bought our house in 1991. Charlie was doing as much business as he could from
the house. We'd just arrived from 20 years in Asia and he was negotiating contracts and
maintaining his Tokyo and Hong Kong contacts from Estes Park. The telephone, as you
might imagine, was essential. Imagine our shock when we found out we were on a 4party telephone line with no hope of improving our situation. We were stunned!!! Can
you imagine waiting for an important overseas business call while there is a teenage girl
tying up the phone line for 6 hours straight talking to her boyfriend? We waited years,
not so patiently, as we argued repeatedly with Qwest to improve service in Little
Valley.”
Pulling myself back to the task at hand, I ask Ima: “What was it that you and Carol talked about? What
did you want to do here?”
“Well,” she says, again drawing the word out over a few seconds, “mostly we thought we needed new
covenants. Covenants that would be binding and would serve to bring everyone together. We needed
covenants that could be enforced,” she pauses…“I said to Carol, ‘We need a lawyer who knows what
he’s doing.’”
“Carol found us our lawyer. He was in Denver, and he was working with some other home owners’
associations here in Estes Park. His name was Ed Guiducci. All the way down to Denver that first time
we speculated about what he was going to look like. Italian, right? A lawyer. So we guessed he would
be short and have a stocky build. We also guessed that he would be a cigar smoker, and we hoped he
wouldn’t smoke his stogies while he was meeting with us. Were we surprised when we saw him!”
I hear Carol’s words weaving through the story Ima is recounting:
“We were concerned about finding the right lawyer because so many only want to
handle huge communities like Highlands Ranch. Ed Guiducci's name came from a
friend of mine who lived in the Retreat. My friend worked on their board and they
had hired Ed after an extensive search to find a qualified lawyer knowledgeable in
covenants, Colorado law and the unusual needs of mountain communities. When we
learned of Ed, Ima and I thought that with such an Italian name he was probably
overweight, with ties to the Mafia.”
“He and Ima hit it off instantly. From the start, Ima worked her magic on him and
they established a connection of mutual admiration and understanding. We talked
with him and he understood our requirement: that new covenants could not be so
rigid as to destroy our unique charm, and yet they had to be strong enough keep us
all safe. Ed’s done great things for us and he charges us the bare minimum…
possibly because he likes Ima so much. He always knows exactly what she is trying
to say and in return she trusts him implicitly.”
“One benefit of having him as our lawyer is that he owns property in Grand Lake…
He completely understands our paranoia regarding insect pests and fire. He is
dedicated to helping us to work with Colorado’s laws while maintaining our identity
as a unique community. He's a treasure.”

“What surprised you?” I ask Ima who is smiling as she remembers that first meeting.
“Well,” she says, “he wasn’t anything like what we thought. He was so handsome.”
I had asked Carol that same question, “How did he look?”
“Ed looked like he just stepped out of GQ Magazine. He was slim, athletic, wearing dark
wool slacks with a knife pleat. His shirt was starched and white under a great tie. His
shoes were highly polished. I'm sure he never smoked in his life. He was young and
charming, approachable, and he oozed intelligence.”
Now I am smiling too, picturing the young lawyer and Ima and Carol still recovering from their
expectations.
“At the time we met with Ed,” continues Ima, “in addition to needing new covenants, there was a lot of
dues money owing. About $27,000. Ed said that when we created the new covenants people would have
to adhere to them and that they’d have to pay their dues. Sitting here today…we have everyone’s dues.
Carol went after the money that wasn’t paid and she got every single penny.”
“Darn right,” Jim chips in, “She got it all.”
“You know one thing that happened still makes me mad,” scowls Ima. “Pretty soon after I got to be
President, a realtor from town sold a property up the road and told the buyers that there was no
Association here. Boy, was I mad. I sent a letter off to the Title Company and told them there absolutely
was an Association and that the people buying the property would have to pay dues and file papers with
us. We had to go to small claims court to get our money. The Title Company went too. Ed was right
there with me. I was scared. I had all my facts and papers with me but I was shaking when I had to get
up and talk. The new owners said they didn’t live here and didn’t have to pay dues. Well, that magistrate
(“Judge,” Jim corrects), O.K. Judge, told me I was very organized and had presented our case really
well. Then he said that I should go out in the hall with Ed and figure out what the new owner really
owed, what with penalties and all. So, Ed and I went out and came back in with a figure. Right then, the
judge ordered the guy to write a check. When it was all over, Ed told me we had set a precedent that
would stand up in court for homeowners’ associations all over Colorado. I felt pretty good about it.”
“So, we got the new covenants in place with the rules and regulations updated. To get them passed, I
talked to people, wrote them, called them on the phone. Everyone had to agree. Not like now. Colorado
law has changed. Now to pass covenants, the votes have to be notarized, signed by property owners and
sent to our lawyer. But, it only takes fifty percent plus one of the membership to ratify. I’m happy to say
that with our new covenants—the ones we are voting on this year—we just got the plus one vote. The
covenants are ratified.”
Ima is on a roll now, remembering what has brought us to our current status as an Association.
“You know, we have a pretty good relationship with the Forest Service. Wasn’t always that way. We
tried and tried to get them to work with us on the road, but they didn’t want to sit down and talk. We tried
to get them to help out with fire mitigation and traffic. We asked them to keep the gate to Pierson Park
closed during the winter so there wouldn’t be so many vehicles and camp fires and trash. They didn’t
want to talk. One time we asked for a meeting with the Forest Service. The whole Board was going

down to meet. We had submitted a proposal. Now, I didn’t think they would look at it. One of our
members said, ‘Ima. If they haven’t read our proposal after all the work we put into it…If the Forest
Service is not ready to talk we’re just getting up and walking out.’ Well, we came into the office and sat
down and the supervisor says, ‘Well, what do you want to talk about?’ Our board member—he was
furious. He stood up and started yelling. He was pointing and saying how he would never hire someone
so unprofessional. The supervisor got upset and told the secretary to quick call security. The other
Board members took our guy by the shoulders and moved him outside. As I left, I said to the supervisor
that I would call later. I walked by the desk and heard the secretary calling to her boss, ‘I don’t know
how to call security.’ Oh my! We got back into the car and laughed and laughed. What a day that was.”
The wind picks up again. The pines bend and nod…wisdom in wood. The sun is covered, then the clouds
are pushed off and the yard outside the window is blanketed with light.
Jim said, “We knew that the Forest Service was the key to some of what we felt was threatening to Little
Valley. Nothing had been done to thin the forest above Moss Rock. U.S. Forest property with tangles of
trees came right up against the back of people’s property up there. We were all concerned about fire. We
were all concerned about the kids that drove up toward Pierson every night. They were smoking and
throwing cigarette butts on the ground, lighting fires and no one up there on patrol.”
“Yes, well. The Forest Service didn’t want to work with us, and in truth the people who live below the
gate didn’t want to work with us either. It’s always been, ‘Well, let Little Valley take care of it and we’ll
benefit.’ The Big Elk Fire changed all of that. In the summer of 2002. You remember?” Ima looks at
me. “ Oh yeah. You were here then. Well, we had been doing some fire mitigation work and then the fire
happened. None of us knew if we were safe or if the fire would come over the top of the road to Pierson
and we’d all be burned out. When we got evacuated and the firemen came in to inspect and tag the
properties that were defensible and those that weren’t…well, they saw some of the work we had started.”
Ima stops.
“You know, when we got the call to evacuate, all I could think about was if Madeline Wrobley was safe. I
knew she was up there all by herself. The day before, she told me how scared she was and I knew Ralph
wasn’t here. I tried to call her. I got no answer. I called Ralph and he told me he had spoken with
Madeline and that she had gotten out and was safe with some friends nearby. What a time that was.
When the fire department let all of us come back to our homes? Saw those tags on our houses—this one
is defensible, this one is not. I think it helped a lot of people to understand what we were trying to do.
After that, everyone started to work on fire mitigation.”
The three of us swap evacuation stories for a few minutes, each of us remembering how it was that night
when the call came to leave our homes.
“We all left, you know,” says Jim, “but the police were letting some people back in, not just anyone
though. The ones that got past the police were coming in and out every day.”
Ima shakes her head, “I stood up at one of the meetings with the fire chief at the high school.”
I know exactly what she is talking about because I watched and listened to her as she spoke on behalf of
the community she loves so much.
“I said I didn’t understand why some people were being let back in when the rest of us couldn’t come
back in. I said that was a threat to our security. Anyone could come in and see the towels over our front

doors—remember how we had to do that to signal we were out? Heck, that was a dead give-away that no
one was home. It wasn’t safe and it wasn’t fair.”
“So, after Ima says her piece about the security,” says Jim, “ all the traffic stopped. No one was allowed
back in until we could all come back.”
Ima thinks for a minute, “Everything changed after the Big Elk Fire. All of a sudden, the U.S. Forest
Service called us. They wanted to talk to us. They told us they needed to work with us, with a private
owner’s group. See, in order to get money they needed to be in partnership. They said since the Little
Valley Owner’s Association was the only group doing anything about fire mitigation, they wanted to
partner with us. Dick Edwards told me, ‘If you will work with us, you will be our number one priority.’
Then Tony Simons came up here to take pictures and make maps. You drive around Little Valley and see
what people have done. Look at the website and see the maps and plans Tony gave us and he’s still
coming around. The Forest Service has done a huge amount of clean up in Pierson Park. Now that
we’re working together we’ve been able to get more grant money…”
Here, Ima fails to mention that it is she who researched, wrote, and secured tens of thousands of dollars
of grant money to defray the cost to property owners for fire and bark beetle mitigation. Due to Ima’s
persistence, her intellect, her ability to negotiate and work with (or around) city, county and state
officials, Little Valley now has a reputation as one of the most forward thinking and active communities in
the state.
I am thinking about the amount of cutting and chipping that has been done on our own property with little
or no cost to my partner and me. Just last week Little Valley property owners received a letter from Ima
and Sandy Burns that talked about a new Beetle Grant allowing infected trees to be removed at no cost to
homeowners. I wonder: How does she do it?
Thunder rolls, muted and drawn out as it reverberates across the surrounding mountains. A few spatters
of rain fall. I am having a hard time imagining what we will be without the leadership of Ima Matthies…
without Jim standing ever near to add an opinion, a motion, a guiding word. So I ask…
“What advice or hopes do you have as the Association goes forward under new leadership?”
I had asked the same question of Carol Hanchett. She said:
“Other than the covenants, we were concerned about the make-up of the Board.
Whenever we had a slot to fill on the board we'd try to come up with names of those we
knew had Little Valley's best interests at heart and were concerned enough to do the work
without stepping on others' toes. It was seldom that someone at our annual meetings
would step forward to be on the board, so it was important to approach people beforehand
to ask if they would be willing to serve if elected. Sometimes we'd find people were willing
to stand for election but then they were too busy to do the job. Ima became adept at
choosing the right person for the right job. Her most important character assessments
allowed her to find people who would get along well with others. It has always meant the
world to her to have a congenial relationship with her board members so they could get
things done without rancor.”

Now Ima answers:
“That Lee Kennicke,” she begins. “She’s going to be a good President. What I hope is that there has
been enough education so that you people will be in control of your own destiny wherever that finds you.
Things will change. There will be new people, new thoughts, new directions. I will still be here, but I
don’t want to be one of those that comes to meetings and just sits and criticizes what’s going on. Or just
talk about how it used to be.” Ima pauses.
“What I hope is that if people have questions they will call the Board, call Lee and get answers…or offer
help and suggestions. This Board, the one that Lee will lead has to be itself. Things will be different from
how they were in the past. The new covenants, the ones that just passed, will help protect the whole
Association. They are the culmination of all the work we have done.”
The sun breaks through again. We look out the windows, spattered with the last shower. The sun is
strong and warm. I take it as a sign of hope, a sign that we can go on with the foundation that these folks
have laid for us.
I thank Ima and Jim for the time they gave me. Stories. They are the most precious remnants we can take
into the future. As long as the stories are told, our work and our deeds will live on.

Years indicate when property was purchased by owner

LVOA in 2009

Thanks to Pam Liebing for editing with a patient and gentle hand. To Lee Kennicke, Jon Sypher,
and Carol Hanchett, kind readers. To Ima and Jim Matthies for everything.
In Little Valley, June, 2009

Ima and Jim Matthies
We two form a multitude

